'KINDA MEAN' by Brian Beamish

Arr. Mick Morgan Sep 2014

8ve to suit voices. Half Spoken.

When you share with me well that's kind when you lend a hand well

(Top line opt harmony)

that's kind too but when you pull my shirt laugh at me when I'm hurt well

Sung.

that's kin-da mean - Don't be mean mean don't be mean don't be

mean mean don't be mean I want to be your friend can this mean-ness end? Don't be

(On repeat i.e. 3rd Verse lyrics as per download)

When you take your turn that's fine when you

care how I feel well that's kind too but when you won't play fair or tease me

Sung.

about my hair that's kin-da mean - - Don't be

This a 'multi purpose' chart, please refer to score for details.
be your friend can this mean-ness end? Don't be mean mean don't be mean.